Case Study
Amberon Passport ID Cards

Amberon have been working
hard to improve the standards
of the industry and have
recently developed Amberon
Passport cards. These ID cards
link to Amberon’s training
records.
Site and Safety competence cards are a crucial part of any contractors Health &
Safety requirements. However, what about client or contract specific inductions?
What about if there is a delay in receiving an updated card back from the awarding
body? What about if there is a paper certificate issued instead of a card? What if the
operative has left their latest cards at home?
We have come across all of the above issues over the past 12 months so we decided
to do something about it. By incorporating a QR Code on to the front of the card we
have created an internet link to our training records that are stored on our server.
A quick scan with any of the multitude of free QR Code Reader Apps takes you
straight to the individuals training folder where it possible to view digital copies of
all certificates and competency cards held.
We haven’t stopped there either. On the reverse of the card is a second QR which
contains a data-file with the individuals ICE (In Case of Emergency) details
embedded in it. This can be accessed even with no internet signal.
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The Amberon Passport is detailed below:
 Company identification card with facial
representation and unique number.
 Links to Amberon’s server where
individuals training records are
available to view via a QR code to the
front of the card.
 Emergency contact information
available as a data-file linked to a QR
code on the reverse face of the card.
 A companywide Training Matrix view is
also accessible through our newly
developed Client Portal.
 All files and folder locations are “readonly” for Data-Protection compliance.
 Greater visibility of training records for
all clients and contractors as well as
Amberon’s internal auditing teams.
 Positive reaction from workforce as
recognition that this measure increases
site safety.
 Offers reassurance to the public at
Gateman positions – shows an
openness in who is representing our
company and the client.
 Part of “Safe Site Home Tonight”
Amberon H&S Campaign for Summer
2016.

“Great use of technology, most
of us carry a smartphone and
this simple use of a QR card
provides a wealth of data and
important information. As our
customers appetite for more
and more information seems to
be increasing, making use of
this technology can only help
our ability to feed this desire.”
Gary Mallin, Contract Manager,
Cheshire East Highways.

